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Abstract We describe the �Multimodal Person Discovery in Broadcast TV�
task of MediaEval 2015 benchmarking initiative. Participants were asked to
return the names of people who can be both seen as well as heard in every shot
of a collection of videos. The list of people was not known a priori and their
names had to be discovered in an unsupervised way from media content using
text overlay or speech transcripts. The task was evaluated using information
retrieval metrics, based on a posteriori collaborative annotation of the test
corpus. The �rst edition of the task gathered 9 teams which submitted 34 runs.
This paper provides quantitative and qualitative comparisons of participants
submissions. We also investigate why all systems failed for particular shots,
paving the way for future promising research directions.

Keywords benchmark, information retrieval, unsupervised person recogni-
tion, multimodal fusion, error analysis

1 Introduction

TV archives maintained by national institutions such as the French INA, the
Dutch Institute for Sound & Vision, or the British Broadcasting Corporation
are rapidly growing in size. The need for applications that make these archives
searchable has led researchers to devote concerted e�ort to developing tech-
nologies that create indexes. Human nature leads people to be very interested
in other people. Therefore, knowing �who is seen" and �who is speaking" in
TV Broadcast programs is very useful to provide e�cient information access
to large video collections. In this regard, benchmarking initiatives provide a
framework to evaluate and compare person identi�cation algorithms applied
to these large archives.
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In the past, several corpora and evaluation campaigns were proposed for
person identi�cation. Based on a very large collection of short videos from
di�erent types, TRECVID Semantic Indexing task [35,54] aims at searching
video segments for a pre-determined list of concepts (including a limited set of
persons). The REPERE challenge aimed at supporting research on multimodal
person recognition [5,28,22]. Its main goal was to answer the two questions
�who speaks when?� and �who appears when?� using any available source of
information (including pre-existing biometric models and person names ex-
tracted from text overlay and speech transcripts). To assess the technology
progress, annual evaluations were organized in 2012, 2013 and 2014.

Conventional approaches for person recognition rely on the supervison of
prior (face and/or voice) biometric models. Because the actual list of people
appearing in a TV show is usually missing when it is �rst broadcasted, a
very large amount of trained models (hundreds or more) is needed to cover
only a decent percentage of all the people in the show. Regular anchors and
interviewers may be known, but one cannot assume that biometric models will
be available at indexing time for all participants. In addition, it is not always
possible to predict which people will be the most important to �nd in the
future. A model may not be available in advance, simply because the person
is not (yet) famous. It is even possible that archivists annotating content by
hand do not even know the name of the person and may not have the time to
perform additional investigations.

A more challenging task is thus indexing people in the archive, under real-
world conditions �i.e. when there is no pre-set list of people to index. A solution
to these problems is to use other sources of information (see �gure 1) for
discovering people names: speech transcripts (i.e. pronounced names) and text
overlay. (i.e. written names).

Fig. 1: Pronounced names and written names in a TV Broadcast video.

Such approaches can usually be decomposed into the three following steps.

1.1 Speech turns and/or face tracks clustering

The �rst step aims at grouping speech turns (resp. face tracks) into homo-
geneous clusters without prior knowledge on the voice (resp. the face) of the
person. Each cluster must correspond to exactly one person and vice versa.
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Though speaker diarization and face clustering have been addressed by both
the speech and computer vision communities, there are still a lot of issues that
need to be addressed: noisy audio or low video resolution, overlapping speech,
sensitivity to changes in face pose, lighting and occultation, etc.. In addition,
joint speech turns and face tracks multi-modal clustering is still an on-going
and di�cult research problem due to the di�cult cross-modal speaker/face
comparison problem [57].

1.2 Extraction of names candidates

In the past, most state-of-the-art approaches relied on pronounced names be-
cause they were dealing with audio recordings [14], [33] or because of optical
character recognition errors when applied to poor quality videos. Recent video
quality improvement made automatically extracted written names more reli-
able [41]. [39,42] and [26] provide a fair comparison of written and pronounced
names on their ability to provide names of people present in TV broadcast.
When written names are available (e.g. for TV news or debates), it is more
suitable to use them rather than pronounced names. Pronounced names, on
the other hand, o�er great theoretical naming potential (when using manual
speech transcription). Though accuracy of automatic speech transcription has
improved a lot recently [?], the out-of-vocabulary problem remains a signif-
icant issue, leading to named entities (and person names, in particular) not
being transcribed correctly, nor recognized as such.

1.3 Assocation between clusters and name candidates

While a name written in a title block usually introduces the person currently
on screen [41], pronounced names can refer to both the current speaker, their
addressee or even someone else [14]. Therefore, propagating pronounced names
to speech turns or face tracks clusters is a much more di�cult and error-prone
task than propagating written names [39,42]. E�ciently combining these two
approaches is also a research area that has yet to be explored [10].

In a nutshell, a lot remains to be done towards improving unsupervised per-
son recognition in TV broadcast, in order to support more e�ciently archives
indexing and search. This was our motivation for proposing a new benchmark-
ing task, as a follow-up of the now completed REPERE evaluation campaigns,
in the context of the MediaEval. Section 2 de�nes the task, the development
and test datasets, and the evaluation metric. Section 3 provides the state-
of-the-art of existing methods relevant to the task. Section 4 describes the
architecture of the baseline system that was distributed to participants and
Section 5 reports the experimental results of the participants and discusses
their performances. In Section 6, detailed error analysis aims at uncovering
the main limitations of current approaches. Feedback on the organizational
aspects of the �rst edition of �Multimodal Person Discovery� at MediaEval
2015 are given in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
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2 De�nition of the task

Participants were provided with a collection of TV broadcast recordings pre-
segmented into shots. Each shot s ∈ S had to be automatically tagged with
the names of people both speaking and appearing at the same time during the
shot: this tagging algorithm is denoted by L : S 7→ P(N ) in the rest of the
paper. We choose to only take into account persons present both in audio and
image stream as they can be considered as persons of interest.

The main novelty of the task is that the list of persons was not provided
a priori, and person biometric models (neither voice nor face) could not be
trained on external data. The only way to identify a person was by �nding their
name n ∈ N in the audio (e.g. using speech transcription � ASR) or visual
(e.g. using optical character recognition � OCR) streams and associating them
to the correct person. This made the task completely unsupervised (i.e. using
algorithms not relying on pre-existing labels or biometric models).

Because person names were detected and transcribed automatically, they
could contain transcription errors to a certain extent (more on that later in
Section 2.2). In the following, we denote by N the set of all possible person
names in the universe, correctly formatted as firstname_lastname � while N
is the set of hypothesized names.

A BA

Hello
Mrs B

Mr A

blah
blah

shot #1 shot #2 shot #3

A B B

blah
blah

shot #4 speaking face

evidence

A B

blah
blah

A

text overlay

speech
transcript

INPUT

OUTPUT

LEGEND

Fig. 2: For each shot, participants had to return the names of every speaking
face. Each name had to be backed up by an evidence.

To ensure that participants followed this strict �no biometric supervision�

constraint, each hypothesized name n ∈ N had to be backed up by a carefully
selected and unique shot prooving that the person actually holds this name n:
we call this an evidence and denote it by E : N 7→ S. In real-world conditions,
this evidence would help a human annotator double-check the automatically-
generated index, even for people they did not know beforehand.

Two types of evidence were allowed: an image evidence is a shot during
which a person is visible, and their name is written on screen; an audio evidence
is a shot during which a person is visible, and their name is pronounced at
least once during a [shot start time − 5s, shot end time + 5s] neighborhood.
For instance, in Figure 2, shot #1 is an image evidence for Mr A (because his
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name and his face are visible simultaneously on screen) while shot #3 is an
audio evidence for Mrs B (because her name is pronounced less than 5 seconds
before or after her face is visible on screen).

2.1 Datasets

The REPERE corpus � distributed by ELDA1 � served as development set. It
is composed of various TV shows (around news, politics and people) from two
French TV channels, for a total of 137 hours. A subset of 50 hours is manually
annotated. Audio annotations are dense and provide speech transcripts and
identity-labeled speech turns. Video annotations are sparse (one image every
10 seconds on average) and provide overlaid text transcripts and identity-
labeled face segmentation. Both speech and overlaid text transcripts are tagged
with named entities.

The test set � distributed by INA2 � contains 106 hours of video, corre-
sponding to 172 editions of evening broadcast news �Le 20 heures� of French
public channel �France 2�, from January 1st 2007 to June 30st 2007. As the
test set came completely free of any annotation, it was annotated a posteriori

based on participants' submissions. Hence, among the 64k shots it is made of,
27k have been annotated collaboratively and used for evaluation.

In the following, task groundtruths are denoted by function L : S 7→ P(N)
that maps each shot s to the set of names of every speaking face it contains,
and function E : S 7→ P(N) that maps each shot s to the set of person names
for which it actually is an evidence.

2.2 Evaluation metric

Precision and recall are usual evaluation metrics for information retrieval tasks;
but as recall would require an exhaustive annotation of the corpus not available
in our case, the task was evaluated using a variant of Mean Average Precision
(MAP), that took the quality of evidences into account. For each query q ∈
Q ⊂ N (firstname_lastname), the hypothesized person name nq with the
highest Levenshtein ratio ρ to the query q is selected (ρ : N×N 7→ [0, 1]) We
chose not to provide a prede�ned thesaurus in order to evaluate the capabilities
of systems to actually detect and transcribe person names. Combined with the
evidence-weighting introduced in the following paragraph, this also had the
side e�ect of enforcing the strict �no-supervision� rule to participants:

nq = argmax
n∈N

ρ (q, n) and ρq = ρ (q, nq)

1 ISLRN: 360-758-359-485-0
2 http://dataset.ina.fr
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Average precision AP(q) is then computed classically based on relevant and
returned shots:

relevant(q) = {s ∈ S | q ∈ L(s)}
returned(q) = {s ∈ S | nq ∈ L(s)}sorted by

con�dence

Proposed evidence is Correct if name nq is close enough to the query q and if
shot E(nq) actually is an evidence for q:

C(q) =

{
1 if ρq > 0.95 and q ∈ E(E(nq))
0 otherwise

To ensure participants do provide correct evidences for every hypothesized
name n ∈ N , standard MAP is altered into EwMAP (Evidence-weighted Mean
Average Precision), the o�cial metric for the task:

EwMAP =
1

|Q|
∑
q∈Q

C(q) ·AP(q)

In practice, we observed that MAP and EwMAP values were all very close
to each other (see Table 1 in Section 5.2), highlighting the fact that participants
did follow the �no-supervision� rule. A discrepancy between those two values
could have been partially explained by the use of external biometric models:
how else could a participant be able to correctly recognize a person without
providing a correct evidence?

Based on all submissions, 1642 person names having a corresponding speak-
ing face in the test set were selected as queries Q. Figure 3 shows that most
queried people appear only once in the corpus.
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Fig. 3: Number of queried people, as a function of the minimum number of
shots (or videos) they appear in. For instance, 1642 people appear in one or

more shots.
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3 State-of-the-art of existing methods

Until very recently, research work relevant for the described task was dealing
mainly with speaker or face recognition, with few early attempts were both
face and speaker identi�cation tasks were treated simultaneously; the following
review re�ect this situation.

For speaker identi�cation, the closest modality for extracting the names
of speakers was used: the pronounced names from speech transcription. We
can mention the works of Canseco et al. pioneered approaches relying on pro-
nounced names instead of biometric models for speaker identi�cation [14] and
[13]. They set manually linguistic patterns to determine a link between a pro-
nounced name and a speech segment. Following works improved this idea:
[55] replaced manual rules by learning sequence of n-grams with associated
probabilities, [33,19] and [27] used semantic classi�cation trees to calculate
the probabilities, [36] replaced the decision by belief functions. However, due
to relatively high speech transcription and named entity detection errors, all
these audio-only approaches did not achieve good enough identi�cation per-
formance.

Written names were �rst used for a face identi�cation task in broadcast
news ([53,24]), but due to a high word error rate (respectively 52 % and 65 %),
these names were detected and corrected with the help of a dictionary (limiting
identi�cation to a closed list of persons). Despite these corrections, the error
rate was still very high (45 % after correction in [24]) and consequently greatly
limited the use of this source of information. Later, Yang et al. [58,59] also tried
to use written names, but again, the video OCR system [52] used to process
the overlaid text produced highly erroneous results (e.g. �Newt Gingrich� was
recognized as �nev j ginuhicij�). Their studies were limited to a single show
(ABC World News Tonight) and they only tries to label faces in monologue-
style speech

We can also cite Pham et al. [37,38], which �rst extracted a list of names
from speech transcription. Then, they manually associated a set of face images
to these names. These identities are then propagated to the entire video from
the similarity between faces. They have therefore concentrated their works on
the face identi�cation and thus did not taken advantage of the video multi-
modality with the use of speakers as indice for the propagation. Indeed, in [29]
Khoury et al show that a multimodal audio-visual diarization obtains better
results than monomodal diarization.

Thanks to the REPERE challenge, signi�cant progress was achieved in
either supervised or unsupervised mulitmodal person recognition. We pro-
posed an unsupervised speaker/face identi�cation system ([46,9]) based only
on written names as source of names (extracted using the tool LOOV [41])
in TV broadcast. The main idea was to build mono-modal clusters (faces or
speakers) and to associate written names to these clusters based on their co-
occurrences (un-supervised approach). In this former work, faces and speakers
were treated separately. This system was extended in [8,45,40,48] with the
modi�cation of the agglomerative clustering process. This process integrated
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directly the knowledge of written names to both identify clusters and also to
prevent the merging of clusters named di�erently. We used this method during
the presented campaign as the LIMSI system (Poignant et al. [43] in Section 5).

Another work that is worth being mentioned is using Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (ILP) for speech clustering [7,6,10]. The main idea is to replace the
classical agglomerative BIC clustering by an ILP clustering and at the same
time integrating written names to identify speech clusters. First, multi-modal
similarity graph is built, were intra-modal links correspond to the similarity of
mono-modal elements (speech turns: BIC distance, written names: identical or
not) and cross-modal links correspond to the temporal co-occurrence between
written names and speech turns. As a written name has a high probability to
match the current speaker, identi�cation of speech turns via the ILP solver is
equivalent to �nd the less expensive way to connect names and speech turns.
The main limitation of this method is the large computation time for solving
ILP (as well as the basic cross-modal link used).

In [20], speakers are named in the �rst place and then identities are prop-
agated to visible persons. Speakers are named by the propagation of written
names and pronounced names and also with biometrics speaker models. After
a face diarization step, written names and speaker identities are propagated
to faces based on their co-occurrence. Authors also integrate a set of manual
rules for a speci�c show to post-process their output (e.g. if one of the an-

chors is speaking and two faces are detected, then the second face is given the

identity of the second anchor). They extended these works in [1,50] with the
use of automatic scene analysis (camera identi�cation and scene classi�cation
as studio or report). This system needs additional annotations (scene type,
camera position) for a speci�c show. Once a camera has been identi�ed, they
can deduct those who are visible on the screen (e.g., if the camera �lming
the anchor has been identi�ed, they infer that the anchor is visible in screen).
Finally, [4] proposed to integrate a lip activity detector to propagate speakers
identities to face. Again, rules are used to propagate a name to a speaker/face.

Last but not least, Gay et al. [21] proposed to propagate written names
onto multi-modal speaker/face clusters. First, speakers and face diarization
are performed in parallel, then speaker and face clusters are grouped based on
their co-occurrence. They are associated to written names with two methods.
The �rst one relies on co-occurrence information between written names and
speaker/face clusters, and rule-based decisions which assign a name to each
mono-modal cluster. The second method uses a Conditional Random Field
(CRF) which combines di�erent types of co-occurrence statistics and pair-
wised constraints to jointly identify speakers and faces.

4 Baseline and metadata

This task targeted researchers from several communities including multimedia,
computer vision, speech and natural language processing. Though the task was
multimodal by design and necessitated expertise in various domains, the tech-
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nological barriers to entry was lowered by the provision of a baseline system
described in Figure 4 and available as open-source software3. For instance,
a researcher from the speech processing community could focus its research
e�orts on improving speaker diarization and automatic speech transcription,
while still being able to rely on provided face detection and tracking results
to participate to the task.
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Fig. 4: Multimodal baseline pipeline. Output of all but greyed out modules is
provided to the participants.

The audio stream was segmented into speech turns, while faces were de-
tected and tracked in the visual stream. Speech turns (resp. face tracks) were
then compared and clustered based on MFCC and the Bayesian Information
Criterion [15] (resp. HOG [16] and Logistic Discriminant Metric Learning [23]
on facial landmarks [56]). The approach proposed in [48] was also used to
compute a probabilistic mapping between co-occuring faces and speech turns.
Written (resp. pronounced) person names were automatically extracted from
the visual stream (resp. the audio stream) using open source LOOV Opti-
cal Character Recognition [41] (resp. Automatic Speech Recognition [30,18])
followed by Named Entity detection (NE).

The fusion module (Figure 5) was a two-steps algorithm: From the written
names and the speaker diarization, we used the �Direct Speech Turn Tagging�
method described in [46] to identify speaker: we �rst tagged speech turns with
co-occurring written name. Then, on the remaining unnamed speech turns,
we �nd the one-to-one mapping that maximizes the co-occurrence duration
between speaker clusters and written names (see [46] for more details). Finally,
we propagate the speaker identities on the co-occurring face tracks based on
the speech turns/face tracks mapping. Note that this fusion scheme did not

3 http://github.com/MediaEvalPersonDiscoveryTask
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use the pronounced names as input while this information was provided to
participants
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Fig. 5: Baseline fusion system overview

For each person who speaks and appears in a shot (following the shot
segmentation provided to all participants), we compute a con�dence score.
This score is based on the temporal distance between the speaking face and
its closest written name. This con�dence equals to:

con�dence =

1 + d if the speaking face co-occurs
with the written name

1/δ otherwise

where d is the co-occurrence duration and δ is the duration of the gap between
the face track (or speech turn) and the written name.

5 System overview

Nine di�erent teams [31,51,3,12,43,32,34,25] submitted a total of 34 runs.
They were allowed to submit one primary run and up to four contrastive runs.
Unless otherwise stated, this section focuses on primary runs.

5.1 Tested approaches

Figure 6 summarizes the three main families of approaches that were tested
by participants.

The �rst family of approaches rely on the strong assumption that �voice-
over� is not very common and that speakers' faces are usually visible. There-
fore, they do not rely on any face processing module. Though they did ex-
periment with other approaches in their contrastive runs, the primary runs of
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Fig. 6: Three types of systems.

the winning and both �rst and second runner-ups teams use this kind of ap-
proach. Le et al. combined their own state-of-the-art speaker diarization [49]
with the simple written name propagation technique introduced in [46] (found
to perform very well when applied to the output of a good speaker diarization
module). Dos Santos et al. [51] investigated the use of late fusion of face clus-
tering and speaker diarization but ended up choosing an approach very close to
the one from Le et al. � leading to a di�erence in terms of EwMAP which is not
statistically signi�cant. Bendris et al. [3] tried to improve the propagation of
written names onto speaker diarization clusters using the quite rigid structure
of TV broadcast news. Hence, chapter segmentation [2] was used to prevent
names from being propagated to speech turns from other chapters, and they
relied on speaker role classi�cation [17] to deal with anchors separately.
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Primary runs by Budnik et al., Poignant et al., Lopez-Otero et al. and
Nishi et al. and the baseline are members of the second family of approaches:
joint audio-visual processing. Budnik et al. started from the baseline system
and focused on replacing the speaking face mapping module and improving
the fusion module [12]. For each pair of co-occurring speech turn and face
track (i.e. speaking face candidates), the speech turn (resp. face track) is
compared to speech turns (resp. face tracks) of all other pairs. The speaking
face mapping score is then computed as the correlation between the resulting
similarity vectors. Finally, contrary to what the baseline fusion does, they chose
to propagate names to face �rst and then to mapped speech turns. Instead of
performing speaker diarization and face clustering separately, Poignant et al.
investigated joint clustering of speech turns and face tracks. Name-constrained
agglomerative clustering was applied to an audio-visual similarity matrix built
from the provided speech turn similarity matrix, face track similarity matrix
and speaking face mapping scores [48]. Lopez-Otero et al. kept the baseline
general architecture unchanged. Instead, they focused on the improvement of
speaker diarization, face clustering and speaking face mapping modules [32].
Nishi et al. tried improving the speech turn similarity matrix of the baseline
system with similarity scores between speaking faces. Unfortunately, it did not
bring any signi�cant improvement over the baseline [34].

Finally, the third family of approaches (including India et al. primary
run [25]) start by performing speaker diarization and face clustering sepa-
rately. Then, names obtained through optical character recognition propa-
gated to face tracks clusters and, then only, to cooccurring speech turns (or
vice-versa). Most participants tried this kind of approach in their contrastive
runs.

Note that all participants (but one) have only used the written names
as source of identity, although it was previously shown [39,26] that the pro-
nounced names can bring additional information about persons present in the
show.

5.2 Results

Table 1 reports the performance obtained by the best primary run campared to
the baseline4. Most teams managed to outperform the baseline, thanks to the
provision of the output of its constituent modules. The winning and runner-
up teams (EwMAP ≈ 83%) even bridged half of the gap between the baseline
(EwMAP ≈ 67%) and a perfect system (EwMAP = 100%).

Table 4 (which is discussed in details in Section 7) reveals that some teams
chose to focus their research on the multimodal fusion side [12,43], while oth-
ers chose to improve monomodal components [31,32,34]. Furthermore, a quick

4 These �gures depart slightly from the ones reported during the MediaEval campaign:
negative queries (i.e., person names without a corresponding speaking face in the test set)
were initially included in the MediaEval queries but have been discarded here; also, comple-
mentary annotations were performed since the campaign.
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Participants EwMAP (%) MAP (%) C. (%)
Le et. al [31] 82.6 82.8 95.7
Dos Santos et al. [51] 82.6 82.8 96.1
Bendris et al. [3] 80.6 80.6 96.9
Budnik et al. [12] 77.2 77.3 94.0
Poignant et al. [43] 75.2 75.3 91.5
Lopez-Otero et al. [32] 70.0 70.1 88.8
Baseline (Section 4) 66.8 66.9 89.7

Table 1: Primary runs sorted by EwMAP (C. = correctness). Participants
appear in this table on a voluntary basis.

poll among participants revealed that video quality (including encoding and
resolution) was not good enough to really bene�t from face recognition mod-
ules. Therefore, the best performance were obtained by the simplest OCR +

audio-only processing approaches, ignoring face processing and speech tran-
scripts entirely.

Except for one team, there are no signi�cant di�erence between the MAP
and EwMAP values: EwMAP is always only slightly smaller than MAP. This
means that, when a person is correctly identi�ed, the associated evidence is
most often correct. Unfortunately, none of the participating teams provided
a description of how evidences were chosen. Yet, looking at their submissions
reveals that all of them (but the one team who did not provide the description
of their system) relied solely on named discovered thanks to optical character
recognition. Only one team (Bendris et al. [3]) actually used spoken names ex-
tracted from automatic speech transcripts, though very marginally to improve
written name propagation scores.

5.3 Oracle experiments

Table 2 provides insight into whether systems could have been improved using
spoken names or cross-show propagation (i.e. where names are propagated
from one video to another). Based on the list of names discovered by the OCR
and ASR baseline modules, it reports the best results that could have been
obtained in case they had always been perfectly propagated.

Names
Mono-show Cross-show
propagation propagation

Spoken names 17.1 22.0
Written names 93.2 94.6
Both 94.8 95.7

Table 2: Optimal EwMAP with oracle propagation
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The improvement brought by spoken names propagation is marginal. This
is mostly due to a speci�city of the provided test corpus, where people are
almost systematically introduced by overlaid title blocks. Combined with the
fact that propagating spoken names is much more di�cult than propagating
written names, this probably led participants to not even bother focusing on
this research aspect.

The improvement brought by cross-show propagation is also very small.
This can be explained by Figure 3 showing that most people (approximately
90%) appear in one video only. This theoretical observation might explain why
no participant tried cross-show approaches.
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Fig. 7: Evolution of the EwMAP as the number of queries is decreased
progressively from 1642 people appearing in at least 1 video, to the only 8

people appearing in more than 15 videos.

However, in practice, Figure 7 shows that all approaches tend to perform
worse with queries for which relevant shots are spread over more videos (i.e.
the very queries for which cross-show propagation could be very bene�cial).
It also means that the identi�cation of recurring people is harder than people
appearing only locally. Bendris et al.'s approach stands out from the other
approaches because it includes a module dedicated to detecting anchor persons,
whose relative importance increases as the number of queries decreases.

6 Error analysis

Leaving the four main anchors aside (they would probably not be the primary
targets for unsupervised person identi�cation), a total of 710 shots were missed
by all participants, out of the 27k manually annotated shots.
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This section aims at uncovering why person identi�cation was more di�cult
in these cases. To this end, we manually annotated those 710 missed shots with
attributes potentially useful for this analysis (e.g. duration of speech in the
shot, presence of noise or music). Two contrastive sets of shots (where at least
one participant did return the correct identity) were annotated with the same
attributes:

� 569 shots carefully selected so that the same person was missed in another
shot of the same video

� 630 more shots where the person appears in at least two other shots

In a nutshell, 1909 shots were manually annotated: 710 shots missed by all
participants, 1199 found by at least one participant. Then, we trained decision
trees to predict whether a shot would be correctly identi�ed or not, hoping
that the list of attributes selected automatically during training would help us
determine the reason why some shots were incorrectly identi�ed.

6.1 Optical character recognition

Fig. 8: Impact of OCR-based person name detection

Among all attributes that we investigated, the most signi�cant ones are
related to whether the name of the person is detected by optical character
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recognition. Figure 8 summarizes our �ndings. In case the person name is
not detected by OCR neither in the shot itself, nor in any other shot of the
same video, person identi�cation fails almost systematically (291 missed out
311 shots). When the person name is detected by OCR during the shot itself,
person identi�cation is perfect (575 shots).

In the next section, we focus on the remaining shots (419 missed and 604
correct) where the person name is not detected in the shot itself but is detected
in at least one other shot of the same video. It means that propagating the
person name is possible and we would like to understand why it failed for
nearly half of those 1023 shots.

6.2 Variability and noise

Average on
Attributes (boolean or numerical) Importance missed found

shots shots
Duration of front-facing speech 28.6% 2.7s 4.7s
Is there background noise? 16.7% 32% 15%
Is the person singing? 16.0% 12% 3%
Number of detected faces 13.8% 3.1 2.9
Number of other speaking faces 8.7% 0.1 0.03
Duration of pro�le-facing face 7.6% 1.01s 0.58
Is the face moving? 6.3% 16% 6%
Duration of overlapped speech 2.3% 0.96 1.24

Table 3: Average value of attributes on missed and found shots, sorted by
their importance in a cross-validated classi�cation tree.

As stated at the beginning of this section, shots were manually annotated
with a quite large set of attributes, some of which might be strongly correlated.
Therefore, attributes were �rst grouped into families using DBSCAN clustering
based on their correlation. The most central attribute of each family was kept,
others were removed. For instance, attributes such as duration of the shot,
duration of speech and duration of front-facing person were all grouped into
the duration of front-facing speech family. A classi�cation tree was then trained
for discriminating missed from found shots, using those attributes as input
data. Cross-validation experiments led to a classi�cation accuracy of 67%.

Table 3 summarizes the �nal list of attributes ranked by their Gini impor-
tance [11] and also provides their average values in both categories (missed vs.
found shots). The average value of boolean attributes (bold type) is simply
the ratio of positive answers. For instance, the target person is actually singing
in 12% of the the missed shots, and only 3% of the ones that were found.

As anticipated, the most important attributes are either related to the
variability of the input signal, or the noise it contains. Hence, visual attributes
such as the duration of front- or pro�le-facing person and the fact that the
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face is moving are all related to face pose variation (which is known to be a
di�cult problem for face recognition). Similarly, the large importance given to
the singing person attribute can be explained by the di�culty of overcoming
acoustic variability to match a singing voice with a speaking voice during
the diarization process. As far as noise is concerned, appart from the obvious
acoustic background noise, spurious detected (frontal or speaking) faces can
also be considered as visual noise that may lure the propagation algorithms
into choosing the wrong person.

6.3 On the importance of context

z Another aspect to take into account in this study is the actual temporal
context of each shot. Among shots where the same person is detected in at least
one of the two previous or following shots, 78% are correctly identi�ed. The
fact that speech turns can overlap several shots might be the main explanation.
Reciprocally, it appears that 79% of isolated shots are missed. It means that
the tested approaches are good at propagating identities locally in neighboring
shots, but are left in the dark when the temporal context does not provide
meaningful information.

7 Organizational aspects

In this section, we discuss the usefulness and cost of several organizational
aspects of the campaign, including the provision of a complete baseline, the
availability of a live leaderboard and the amount of a posteriori collaborative
annotation needed for this test dataset to compare systems.

7.1 Baseline

Module / Team [31] [32] [34] [25] [51] [3] [12] [43]

Face tracking • •
Face clustering • • • • •
Speaker diarization • • • • • •
Written names • • •
Spoken names
Speaking face detection • • •
Fusion • • • • •

Table 4: Was the baseline useful? Teams that relied on the provided (resp.
designed their own) modules are shown with (resp. •).

As already mentioned in Section 4, the main motivation behind providing
a baseline system was to lower the technological barriers to entry into a task
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requiring expertise in a large range of domains (including computer vision,
speech processing and natural language processing). Table 4 provides insight
into whether the baseline was actually useful for participants. The answer
is �yes� � every single team relied on at least two modules constituting the
baseline, though with di�ering strategies:

� teams with past expertise in computer vision or speech processing chose
to focus on the improvement of the monomodal components and used the
baseline fusion module (mostly) as is;

� other teams kept most monomodal components unchanged and focus their
research on the multimodal fusion problem.

Had the baseline not be provided, the second category of teams would (most
likely) not have been able to participate to the task. The main conclusion that
we can draw from this analysis is that the provided baseline really lowered the
barrier to entry for the task and attracted participants who would not have
participated otherwise. We should therefore keep providing a baseline system
for future editions of the task.

Furthermore, notice how the written name extraction module has been
used by all participants, whereas only Bendris et al. [3] played around with
the spoken name extraction module. Two reasons explain this lack of interest
for the spoken name module. The �rst one relates to the nature of the test
dataset itself, in which most people are actually introduced by their written
name � reducing the need for other sources of person names. The second reason
is that only partial audio transcription was provided to the participants (�ve
words before and after the detected names), preventing the development of
advanced natural language processing techniques, and making the propagation
of spoken names unreliable. In future editions, this part of the baseline should
be improved (by providing the complete audio transcription, for instance) and
the test corpus should be carefully selected so that the predominance of written
names is reduced in favour of spoken names.

7.2 Leaderboard

Two submission deadlines were proposed to the participants, at one week in-
terval. For the �rst one, participants could only tune their algorithms using the
REPERE corpus as development set. This development set did not match the
test set perfectly: di�erent video quality, di�erent channels, di�erent type of
shows. This miss-match allows to show which methods generalize well. Right
after the �rst deadline, a leaderboard was opened, providing live feedback to
the participants, until the second deadline one week later. During a full week,
participants were allowed to submit up to �ve runs every six hours. In re-
turn, the leaderboard would provide them with scores computed on a secret
subset of the test set with a subset of queries. Participants would have only
access to the scores of their own runs, along with their current rank among all
participants.
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Figure 9 shown that four participants took advantage of the additional
time and of the leaderboard in order to either detect and correct a bug in
their system, or to improve it.
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Fig. 9: What the leaderboard useful? Evolution of the systems performance
between the 1st and the 2nd deadline, allowed by the leaderboard feedback.

Note that the systems performance presented in section 5.2 and elsewhere
in this paper exclude the shots which were involved in this leaderboard.

7.3 Collaborative annotation

For this �rst campaign we chose to perform a dense annotation on the �rst
half of the corpus, through the use of a collaborative annotation interface [47,
44]. Among the 240 hours spent on the actual annotation of the corpus, only
50 hours were spent by participants themselves (around 6 hours per team, on
average). The other 190 hours were spent by people specially hired for this
task (and thus paid to do so). For this task to become sustainable in the long
term, we should make sure that the (free, but limited) annotations produced
by participants are enough to obtain statistically signi�cant performance com-
parison.

Figure 10 plots the mean of EwMAP and its standard deviation for 400 dif-
ferent random subsets of the complete query list, as a function of the number
of selected queries. Less than 700 queries seem enough for discriminating be-
tween the performance of the submitted primary runs. Combined with lessons
learned from previous research about Inferred Mean Average Precision [60], it
should therefore be possible to annotate only a subset of the shots returned by
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Fig. 10: EwMAP as a function of the number of queries (mean and standard
deviation over 400 random query subsets).

participant for a limited set of carefully-chosen queries. This would drastically
reduce the cost of annotation and make the task sustainable.

8 Conclusion and future works

The organization of a new task on multimodal person discovery at MediaE-
val 2015 benchmarking initiative was well received by the community, with 9
participating teams interested in the idea of unsupervised person identi�ca-
tion. The provision of a modular baseline system lowered the entry gap for the
competing teams with varying scienti�c backgrounds. The live leaderboard al-
lowed to overcome the condition mismatch between the development and the
test set. The evaluation work�ow relied on the CAMOMILE framework with
a posteriori annotation of the corpus by the organizers and the participants.
Very good results could thus be achieved with 82.6% MAP for the best system.
However, the analysis of the results shows that a simple strategy of propagat-
ing the written names to the speaker diarization output was su�cient, mainly
due to the nature of the test corpus. This leads us to several directions for
future editions of the task. First, we should improve the video quality and in-
crease the content variety of the corpus; the respective weight of face tracking
and speaker diarization would be better balanced, and the detection of pro-
nounced names would become more useful. Also, the queries may be restricted
to persons occuring in at least two shows, making the task de�nitively harder
but also reducing the annotation need.
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